Fix a commutative noetherian ring R with unit and an ideal / in R. P. Monsky and G. Washnitzer have developed the notion of a weakly complete finitely generated algebra over (i?, I) [l], [2] ; we include a definition in §2. They have used these "w.c.f.g. algebras" to construct a £-adic De Rahm cohomology for nonsingular varieties defined over fields of characteristic p [l] . It is important for their theory that w.c.f.g. algebras are noetherian; we prove this fact here. Our proof attempts to follow the well-known proof that power series rings over R are noetherian. At one point we need a general lemma concerning modules over polynomial rings; §1 deals with this. Take JU so large that dtf^ix for all j\ and so that dgj* +d) âju(<2+l) for all j, d. Let X = 2/i. Suppose that /j 0) , • • • ,tf~l ) have been found satisfying dt® ^X(*+l) and g<"+*>= 2i Eî-eJV**"* 'or 0£fe^-l. By (*) we can find tf so that g<*+*>-£, Ef-o *f# +d~')= = DiV and 3/f gMax {d£<*M> f aö?)+d(gi lr+ *-|> ); lgigd-1, all A}. Fortunately this last number is ^X(<2+1), and so, defining the t^ inductively, the required Tj are found.
REMARK. Other "weakly complete" algebras could be defined by specifying less restrictive growth conditions. For example, the last condition of the definition could be changed to read: dpd^^idf + l), where p is some real number ^1, either fixed or depending on the element y. The above proof shows that all of these algebras are noetherian. 
